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ABOUT SHAHRZAD SHUKRA

Shahrzad Shukra is a certified love and relationship 

coach and the founder of Fully Adored company. 

After many years of struggling with feeling invisible 

both during her single years and in her dead-end 

relationships, Shahrzad finally discovered what it 

takes to go from an unseen, unheard, and unloved 

woman, to a woman who magnetizes love and high 

quality men towards her. Being happily married now 

with a husband who gives her all the love in the 

world and meets every one of her desires, Shahrzad 

is now helping women globally to attract the grand 

love and commitment that their hearts truly want.



Once you lose that extra 5 pounds, dress more 

seductively, and tell men what they want to hear, 

you’ll become more attractive and finally find your 

soulmate, right? 

 

That’s what I used to think, but my goodness was I so 

very wrong! 

 

Just a few years back I wouldn’t even know what 

being Fully Adored really meant, and now I call my 

company that because that’s an extension of how I 

feel in my relationship with my husband every single 

day. 

 

But to be completely honest with you back then 

feeling truly loved and adored was far from my truth. 

In fact my truth was the exact opposite. 

 

What I used to call myself was actually the Invisible 

Girl. 
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A girl who always blended into the walls. 

I didn’t get what was really wrong, because I 

thought I was reasonably pretty, I had an amazing 

job with a Master’s degree in engineering, and I 

came from a great family! 

 

And yet men never noticed me. I never had the 

experience of going out and having a high-quality 

man approach me and ask for my number. 

 

And it wasn’t like I didn’t try. I would do anything to 

get a man’s attention! 

 

I would giggle loudly, make smart jokes, throw my 

hair around, wear clothes that would show off my 

body, but I was always left feeling unnoticed. It was 

a real challenge for me. 

 

And even when I did finally have “boyfriends”, (none 

of which had an epic beginning by the way) they 

were all my guy friends who themselves were either 

wounded boys, or they were super low effort, lazy, 

and somehow they had finally given into my 

desperate attempts of giving me a chance.  
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But my feelings of invisibility didn’t disappear even 

when I was in a relationship. 

 

I always felt like I had to work hard to earn love. And 

I mostly felt taken for granted. I felt disrespected, 

there were always lingering exes and other women 

in the picture, and I could only dream of thoughtful 

gifts or nice dates. 

 

Even though I tried everything that I knew at the 

time, at the end they all had the same answer for 

me after years of being with me: “I’m not ready for a 

marriage,…I don’t even know if I want to get married, 

… I don’t want to waste your time anymore,…or I love 

you but I’m just not in love with you”. 

 

It wasn’t until I went through a major heartbreak that 

I finally had enough of being single or having half- 

committed relationships. 

 

I made a vow to myself to do whatever it takes to 

change my repeating heart break stories and 

transform it to one that I truly wanted: 
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A woman who is loved and adored by a high quality 

man who is HAPPY to commit the rest of his life to 

her.  

 

And I did exactly that. After years of feeling 

unfulfilled in love, I turned it all around. 

 

I had my now husband pursue me from day 1, he 

made consistent efforts by surprising me and 

showing me how much he wants to be with me, until 

he put a ring on my finger, and made sure I had my 

dream wedding at a gorgeous beach in Ocho Rios 

(another dream come true) 

 

But for that to happen I had to unravel the barriers 

that I had around love and learn new skills. 

 

And that’s exactly what I’m going to share with you 

in this guide. 

 

The three blocks that need to be removed in order 

for true love and commitment to find its way to you! 
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An Unavailable Man is someone who is not pursuing 

you. He might be an ex or he's just someone you feel 

strongly for. He is simply not actively pursuing you 

and yet you want more from him. You're either 

hoping for him to come back or he has done you 

wrong and haven't fully forgiven him yet. And when 

you think about him you feel like your heart is closing 

down. You get angry, emotional, you don't want to 

hear his name, and it would make you feel really 

upset to hear that now he's happy with another 

woman. 

 

This is one of the biggest blocks that I used to have. 

When I thought about the ones who broke my heart, I 

remember I would check their Facebook pages, 

hoping to NOT SEE anything that indicated that they 
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Block Number 1
HAVING ENERGETIC ATTACHMENT TO AN 

UNAVAILABLE MAN 



are happy. I am not proud of saying that, but let’s be 

honest, what do we expect to create from that 

unkind and unforgiving energy when we wish ill on 

someone else? 

 

No matter how many dating apps you are on, how 

many dates you get set up on, if you're still carrying 

some sort energy that is attached to an unavailable 

man, you're literally blocking love away. There are 

plenty of amazing men around you who will want to 

enter your energetic field of love and they want to 

come towards you but you are closing the door on 

them by being hung up on the one who doesn’t want 

you!  

 

I understand how difficult it may feel to forgive a 

man who has done you wrong, cheated on you, or 

abused you. But let's face it. Just because they had 

hurt you in the past and caused you so much sorrow, 

should they now be the very reason that you're still 

feeling lonely and can't bring an amazing man into 

your life? By forgiving them you're not doing them a 

favor but you are setting yourself free and breaking 

down the barrier to love. 
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When I chose to forgive my ex-partners, specifically 

the one who hurt me the most, which meant I had 

zero desire to know what they're up to and his 

happiness no longer took away from mine, I 

attracted a man who gave me everything that my 

heart wanted. 

 

The same goes if you are in a hope addiction 

situation. Which means if you longing after a man 

who you don’t have, and if you compare every man 

to that one guy you really love and now he's gone 

and you're beating yourself up that you let him get 

away or you made so many mistakes that pushed 

him away and now you're stalking them on 

Facebook, Instagram, checking when they were last 

online, and if they’ve met a new woman… Please 

stop! 

 

Even if you don't do any of that, but you're still hung 

up on him while chatting, dating other men, your 

energetic love field is still closed because you are 

sending out a huge signal to the universe, "I want a 

man who doesn't want me." And you get more of 

the men that don't want you.  
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It's time to let go and stop subconsciously 

sabotaging your happiness. He wasn't the last man 

on earth who could make you happy. It's time to put 

an end to it. You deserve to be happy with a 

wonderful man who loves and adores you.  
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If you’re anything like I used to be, you probably feel 

that your belief and enthusiasm about attracting 

your soulmate wavers, and goes up and down 

frequently. 

 

You read a relationship book, you attend a webinar, 

you listen to an audio program and you think that 

you will finally have the relationship of your dreams. 

You tell yourself you're going to implement these 

new tools that you're learning and you sign up for a 

new dating app or give your dating app a new look 

with lovely pictures and your dating life starts to pick 

up. 

 

And a new great guy walks into your life who has 

potential and you start to feel so excited because 

the tools are obviously working. But after a short  
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Block Number 2

THE WAVERING ENERGY 



while, he starts to play hot and cold. He doesn’t 

seem like he’s into you as much as he used to be, 

and he finally walks out and you find yourself falling 

into the other end of spectrum. You lose all hope 

and become unmotivated yet again. 

 

Once again, it didn't work. You feel disappointed 

and don't want to try again. 

 

This is a common situation and I want to help you 

shift this. If your energy is inconsistent, it means that 

your inner belief that you can have the relationship 

of your dreams isn't as strong as it should be. So 

when one man says no to you or you have a few bad 

interactions with men online, then you come up to a 

conclusion that's it's never going to happen.  

 

And that is so extreme, don’t you think? Just because 

one man isn't giving you the whole cake, you have 

decided that no man ever will!  I’d like to invite you 

now to take a look at how in the past you've gotten 

your hopes up a bit too soon. 
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When you had a man coming towards you and 

treating you nicely and started to believe that it's 

finally happening and when he walked away, you 

quickly lost all hope. 

 

If this is the case for you, then you have to 

strengthen that belief that no matter what happens 

with one man or ten men, you don't give up on your 

dream. This is your dream. So, please accept my 

invitation to observe your tendencies and bring 

 awareness to it. Your dream of having the 

relationship of your dreams doesn’t fall in the hands 

of another man. Make your dream of having the 

relationship that you want and make it non- 

negotiable. 

 

Stop allowing anybody else's actions to derail you 

from what your heart's desires. Be no longer 

available to leave it up to a man to decide to have 

a happy life. Take your power back and commit to 

doing what you are learning every single day to 

keep your energy up and consistent. 
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Visualize the outcome that you desire, get excited 

about it and by all means follow these tools that I’m 

giving you in this guide. 

 

One date, or five great dates mean nothing. 

 

There needs to be a certain period of time (at least 

3 months) of consistent good behavior from a man 

for you to see whether or not you're a good match. 

Otherwise, you've heard it a million time that men 

come on strongly at the beginning, but after some 

time, they fizzle out. It's because they are not the 

one. So, you have to give yourself time to see 

whether or not this man is consistent in his energy. 

Only then, you are authorized to think he might have 

the potential and worthy of your attention. 

 

Remember, every time the wrong man leaves the 

picture, they teach you a lesson. So, learn the lesson 

and when you do, you are one step closer to your 

happily ever after. 
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I want you to picture that your dream has just 

manifested. Let's say the man of your dreams is right 

in front of you and he wants to give you everything - 

the commitment that you've always wanted. 

 

How does it feel? Does it feel exciting? Does it feel 

fulfilling? Does it feel scary? Is there any part of you 

that feels like shutting down? 

 

Let me ask you this. If you were in that committed 

relationship that you've been wanting forever, is 

there anything you would have to give up or 

sacrifice? I want you to really think about this one. 

Write it down and reflect on it. 

 

Most of the amazing and successful women that I 

know who stay single have a fear of success. 
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Block Number 3

THE FEAR OF SUCCESS 



Because subconsciously they believe that they have 

something to lose or there is something they need to 

face.  

 

Do you have an inner fear that you can no longer do 

whatever and whenever you want? Or if you get 

married, you couldn't be having the amazing life that 

you have now because what if he doesn't like the 

kind of lifestyle that you like to have? 

 

Do any of these thoughts cross your mind? 

 

You can't decide for every little single thing in your 

life. 

You have to give up control and you have to make 

financial decisions together.   

You have to share your space with him. 

 

When you have been independent for so long (and 

this happens with most successful women), it's really 

hard for them to give that up. And they face a huge 

resistant when it comes up. It could also be that you  
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can no longer relate to your single girl-friends and 

bond over your pains and unhappiness. 

 

There's a part of us that loves  being in pain and 

receiving sympathy.  We relate to one another. And 

if we don't bring awareness to this, we ignore how 

we can get addicted to our pain. A lot of times we 

hang on so tightly to the most unpleasant things in 

our lives because we have created an identity 

around it. And we don't even know who we are 

without those labels. We are so afraid to lose 

ourselves and lose our friends. We are afraid that we 

won't have anything else to talk about. Or we're 

afraid that if we're successful in love, our friends are 

going to feel bad and feel like they're failures. And 

of course we don't want that to happen. The good 

girl in us wants to protect her friends. 

 

You could also be avoiding the fact that once you 

bring him closer, he's going to see you on your bad 

days. He's going to see your imperfections or meet 

those family members of yours who have always  
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made you feel ashamed. How badly do you want to 

avoid those situations? 

 

All of these things make you subconsciously choose 

to prefer to stay single instead of having to face the 

discomfort that it will bring on. 

 

So, are you afraid of succeeding? Be radically 

honest with yourself. 

 

Reflect on this. Make a commitment to face all of 

these. And as you bring awareness to them, you will 

change these limitations one by one. 

 

Shift the belief to the following "I'm open to 

change, open to be successful in love. I am 

brave enough to face all the challenges that 

may come up. The dream of having a beautiful 

and harmonious relationship is worth everything 

that I have to face. My soulmate will love me for 

my imperfections. My friends will be excited for 

my success in love. They  
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will be inspired by the changes in me and they 

can truly see that they too can have the 

 relationship that they want. I'm going to rise 

above all my fears and all my challenges. And I 

allow others to feel encouraged by my example.” 

 

Coming face to face with these blocks will truly 

transform your lives. 
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There you have it – the 3 hidden blocks revealed to 

you. The very ones that I confronted (as do 100s of 

my clients) and after transforming them, my adoring 

husband came into my life and gave me the ring, the 

wedding, and the life that I had always wanted. 

 

To learn more about techniques and tools that will 

empower you with knowledge that ensures your 

success in your love life, make sure you’re part of my 

totally free Facebook group: Fully Adored Queens. 

I’m there every day giving my members advice that 

transforms their love lives to one full of intimacy, 

connection, and romance.  
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/fullyadored/

